MAGNOLIA WHITE-TAILED DEER RECORDS PROGRAM
SCORING SESSION CONFIRMATION
Thank you for your interest in hosting a Magnolia Records Scoring Session at your upcoming event.
We are very excited about the program and have already received numerous entries, most of which
can be found on the MS Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks’ web site. The address is
www.mdwfp.com.
Listed below are several items we ask the host of the scoring session to provide. Please review this
list, sign and return it in the enclosed self-addressed envelope provided. Once it is received in our
office the person who will be in charge of your scoring session will call you or the contact you list to
make arrangements. This request must be received in our office at least three to four weeks prior
to the event.
Host of the event must provide a location (heated and/or cooled) away from the
public for scoring purposes no less than 800 sq. ft. of unobstructed space.
Host must provide a minimum of six tables and chairs.
Host must provide to all scorers any meals during which they are required to work.
Host must provide to all scorers accommodations should they be held overnight for
scoring purposes.
Host must provide all publicity for the event.
Host must provide a minimum of three to five volunteers to help scorers during the
scoring event.
Host must provide any ribbons or awards should the event call for them. Host will
also be responsible for presenting and/or hanging any awards the event decides to
give. The Magnolia Records Program will only provide a score and a Certificate of
Participation to all entrants. However, no entrant will be entered into the Magnolia
Records Program unless they have met the minimum requirements of 125 Typical
and 155 Non-Typical.
Host must work closely with MRP representative to arrange a reasonable window of
time in which to collect deer. Preferably, the window will be no greater than three
hours and will be early in the day. By adhering to this procedure the scorers will be
able to score the deer in a reasonable amount of time and will not be held overnight.
Host must make sure that the window allotted for accepting deer is arranged so that
MRP personnel can man it. MRP personnel must have time to train volunteers on
how to take deer in to be scored.
Contact Name for Event:
Phone Number:
Fax Number:
E-Mail:

Date of Event:

Location of Event:
Signed: ____________________________________________________________________
Date:

____________________________________________________________________

PLEASE RETURN TO:
The Mississippi Wildlife Federation
517 Cobblestone Court, Suite 2
601-605-1790 Phone
601-605-1794 Fax

